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CMB Anisotropies

Credit: NASAPLANCK
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CMB Spectrum
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Acoustic Oscillations
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Cosmic Concordance 
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Cosmic Composition
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What is the Dark Energy?

Credit: NASA
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Dark Energy Key Probes
• Type 1a supernovae: measure luminosity 

distance DL(z) 

• Cosmic lensing: measure growth factor G(z) 
in combination with angular diameter 
distance DA(z)  

• Galaxy clusters: measure growth factor G(z) 
and comoving volume dV(z) ~ DA2(z)/H(z) 

• Baryon acoustic oscillations: measure 
angular diameter distance DA(z) and 
Hubble parameter H(z)

Vikhlinin et al 2009
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Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
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Galaxies trace Matter Distribution

Credit: Springel et al 2006 Credit: NASA
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• Galaxy positions trace acoustic 
waves from the early universe: 
sound horizon sets characteristic 
150 Mpc scale 

• Measure galaxy positions -> see 
ripples in the power spectrum, peak 
in the correlation function 

• DR12 release from SDSS-III shown 
below, redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.75

Dark Energy with BAOs
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Recent eBOSS results: 

Distance scale 
measurements at few 
percent level from tracers 
at different redshifts

BAO Distance Ladder Measurements
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Hydrogen in Galaxies Traces Matter Distribution
NEUTRAL HYDROGEN TOTAL GAS

Villaescusa Navarro et al 2018
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Track Hydrogen with the 21cm Line
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Sound wave imprint from recombination has a 
characteristic 150 Mpc scale (1 degree) - large  

Require large volumes (large sky area and z range) 

Counting individual galaxies & getting to high 
redshift is challenging

Throw away spatial resolution: use HI intensity mapping to 
measure matter distribution AND obtain redshift information. 

Use the BAO peak as a standard ruler for charting the 
expansion history. 

BAOs with 21cm Intensity Mapping
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Challenges for 21cm Intensity Detection

• Signal is weak - need lots of collecting area and sensitive receivers 
• Large volume is required to reduce cosmic variance since BAO scale is large - need to cover 

large sky area and redshift range  
• Precise calibration is required - need a very stable instrument  
• Foregrounds (galactic and extragalactic) are significantly larger than the 21cm signal - need an 

extremely well characterised instrument to limit foreground leakage
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21cm Intensity Signal Correlated with Galaxies

21cm intensity 
detected 

in cross-correlation
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Designing a 21cm Intensity Mapping  
Dark Energy Telescope

• Maximise sensitivity on scales of interest -> Use compact array geometry 
• Redshift range: 0.8 < z < 2.5 to capture dark energy domination at z ~ 1 and sufficient volume   

-> Required frequencies: 400 - 800 MHz 
• BAO 150 Mpc angular scale: 3 - 1.3 degrees at 0.8 < z < 2.5 -> Required interferometer 

baseline lengths: 15 - 60 metres 
• BAO scale along line of sight: 20 - 12 MHz at 0.8 < z < 2.5 -> Required frequency resolution: 

100 channels, more for foregrounds and higher order peaks 
• BAO signal level: ~ 0.1 mK -> Low system temperature, large collecting area (lots of elements)
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Traditional Radio Interferometers

• Long baselines for resolution 
• Layout optimised to sample uv plane: better 

imaging 
• Trace structure on small to intermediate scales

MeerKAT

Bullet cluster

Baseline coverage in uv plane
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The Hydrogen Intensity mapping and 
Real time Analysis eXperiment (HIRAX)

• A compact array of 1024 six metre dishes operating at 400-800 MHz 
• Scalable array built in stages: 128 (2021, funded), 256 (2022, funded) then 1024 elements -  

Operate full array for 4 years 
• Dishes stationary but can tilt for more sky area, fabrication in South Africa 
• Back-end: overlap with CHIME - channelize with FPGA ICE boards, correlation with GPUs

spillover to the ground (< 10K).

Frequency Range 400–800MHz

Frequency Resolution 390 kHz, 1024 channels

Dish size 6m diameter, f/D=0.25

Interferometric layout 32⇥32 square grid, 7m spacing

Field of View 15 deg2–56 deg2

Resolution ⇠5’–10’

Beam Crossing Time 17–32 minutes

System Temperature 50K

Table 1: Table of instrumental parameters for HIRAX.

Figure 3: Shown is the signal chain for a single HIRAX
dish. The signal is focused onto the dual-polarization an-
tenna at the focus, and each linear polarization is ampli-
fied, transformed into an optical signal, carried on opti-
cal fiber, transformed back to RF, filtered, and amplified
again before digitization.

Dishes – The dishes will be six meter diameter parabolic reflectors with f/D = 0.25. The small focal ratio
will help reduce crosstalk between neighboring antennas. Because we image the sky in strips by changing the
center declination, the dishes must be able to tilt on one axis. We have initial dish designs for the HIRAX-8
prototype array, and two dishes have been built o↵-site to vet the design and assembly (see Figure 4a). We are
in the process of optimizing the dishes and their mounting and rotation scheme based on experiences in the field
and with the vendor. Any design must be cost e�cient, easy to assemble, have a repeatable surface shape, and
respect the tolerance for reflector surface imperfections ( �

50
= 7mm35). The dishes should also be rigid enough

that the beam full-width-half-maximum does not change by more than 0.1%6 upon tilting up to 25� to avoid
calibrating the beams for every tilt. We would also like to minimize the reflections o↵ of the support struts above
the frame, for example by using a radio-transparent support. To further reduce ground spillover and cross-talk,
we are considering adding reflective collars to the dishes.

Feeds – The HIRAX feed will be based on the feed used for CHIME,36 a dual-polarized clover-leaf shaped
dipole antenna that was in turn based on a four-square antenna developed for Molonglo.37 The CHIME feed
has low-loss and small reflectivity characteristics across a wide band and is composed of: (i) a FR4-dielectric
printed circuit board (PCB) which has four metalized curved petals to act as a wide-band dipole antenna, (ii)
a low-loss teflon material ¶ balun for impedance matching, and (iii) a teflon support board. The signal current
distribution, design parameters, and beam characteristics are described in detail in Refs.12,36 here we note that
the shape of the petals provides sensitivity to a wide bandwidth and there is one output signal for each linear
polarization.

The CHIME feed beam shape is broad and elliptical for each polarization, with an impedance chosen to
minimize the noise of the low-noise amplifier at the feed output and is optimized for placement in a compact
line-feed array. For HIRAX, we would like circular beams with good impedance matching to the dish and so
are designing a new candidate feed which maintains the nice broad-band characteristics of the CHIME feed but
is better matched to the HIRAX dishes. To circularize the beam and aid in reducing cross-talk and ground
spillover, we will be adding a ring choke (in the form of a metallic can) that the feed will reside inside, which will

¶Rogers Arlon Diclad 880, dielectric constant of ✏r = 2.17

Newburgh et al (1607.02059)
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Collaboration and Funding

• UKZN and South African NRF flagship funding secured for site infrastructure and pathfinder array. 
SARAO providing site, power and data. 

• Swiss SNF funding secured for 512 channel X-engine (GPU correlator). McGill funding for F-engine 
(ICE boards). 

• NRF strategic research equipment (SRE) funding secured to expand pathfinder array. 

• Sufficient budget to build 256 dishes.

https://hirax.ukzn.ac.za/

UPDATED PARTNER LOGO 2019
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Location, Location, Location …

• SKA South Africa Karoo site, MoA in 
place  

• Existing infrastructure (roads, power, 
data) 

• Low levels of RFI - site protected 
• Access to southern skies

!
!
Proposed!HIRAX!site!is!about!12!miles!east!of!the!SKA!processor!building.!!The!site!
is!on!the!main!paved!road!in!to!SKA!which!is!paralleled!by!the!~10KV!power!line.!
!
The!site!is!surrounded!by!slightly!higher!terrain.!
!
Light!brown!are!annual!flood!(standing!water)!areas.!!Olive!gets!flowing!water!
several!times!a!year.!!Dark!brown!is!higher!terrain.!

HIRAX

!
!
!
!
The!nearest!hotel,!and!food!store!is!over!an!hour!form!the!proposed!site.!
!
It!took!us!about!11!hours!driving!from!HartRao.!!!
!
Once!in!operation!we!should!stage!vehicles!on!site!and!fly!in!on!the!twin!engine!
charter!flight!from!capetown.!

HIRAX
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Other HIRAXers

• A

Rock hyrax (dassie)  
resident in the Karoo Thrash metal band
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HIRAX Design Plan
• 1024 close-packed 6m dishes. 

Fibre-glass and metal prototypes 
fabrication in South Africa. 

• Cloverleaf dual-pol feed, RF over 
fibre 

• Operate between 400-800 MHz, 
1000 channels 

• Channelizing on FPGA ICE boards 

• Correlation on GPUs
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HIRAX Instrument

(a)
(b)

Figure 4: (a) The first 6m prototype dish for HIRAX was assembled on a rooftop at Durban University of
Technology in Durban, SA. (b) We are investigating the possibility of amplifying directly on the antenna balun
to reduce system noise. This is a prototype with amplifier shown on the stem of the antenna. The amplification
circuitry is protected from feed-back and oscillations with a small metal cover.

also help us weather-proof the instrumentation at the focus. Various choke ring geometries are being simulated
to optimize gain, reduce spillover, and reduce polarization artifacts. Optimization also includes choke size: while
wider chokes are more e↵ective at reducing spillover, they also increase the blockage of the center of the dish
and reduce overall sensitivity.

2.2 Amplification

To achieve fast integrated mapping speeds, we are targeting a system noise of 50K. In addition to minimizing
losses in the optical chain as described above, this requires amplifying the signal either on or directly behind the
feed with low noise amplifiers (LNAs). The gain specification is set by the required input level to the ADC: the
averaged sky signal from all synchrotron emission is ⇠35K and we need to digitize that signal such that its level
on the input to the digitizer is -21 dBm across the 400MHz bandwidth. The total input power from the average
35K sky and 50K system temperature would be -93 dBm across the entire band, leading us to require ⇠70 dB of
total gain. As noted below, 50 dB of that gain must come before the Radio-Frequency over Fiber (RFoF) system
for the system noise to be dominated by the LNA noise figure. We are investigating two alternatives for the
amplification: including the amplification circuitry directly on the balun and backboard (a prototype of the feed
with the active balun is shown in Figure 4b), and placing amplifiers at the SMA-connectorized outputs of the
feeds. The primary benefit of amplifying directly on the feed is a reduction in system noise. Even with a low-loss
material for the balun, the loss is ⇠0.03 dB/inch, leading to an extra contribution of ⇠12K to the system noise
temperature, and so placing the LNA within the balun reduces the total noise temperature substantially. We
are currently planning to use an Avago MGA-16116 GaAs MMIC LNA because it meets our noise specification.
A 400-800MHz prototype LNA built with the device produced a gain of ⇠18 dB and a noise figure of ⇠0.4 dB
(28K) while significantly reducing the expense of circuit board parts.

Feed

design based on experiences in the field and with the vendor. Because it is a transit in-
strument, we do not need active control platforms.

Feeds: Each dish has a dual-polarization active-balun feed, which outputs two RF
polarization signals. The HIRAX feed is based on the highly successful cloverleaf feed
used for CHIME [12]. To reduce system noise and cost, we have begun to develop and
test amplifiers directly on the balun, to form an active balun feed (Figure 3b). The feed
also has a cylindrical reflector behind the cloverleaf antenna to reduce polarization squint
and spillover.

Radio Frequency over Fiber (RFoF): We will use optical fiber to carry signals from
the dishes to the correlator across the ⇠165 m⇥172 m HIRAX footprint. Fiber does not
have the steep frequency-dependent loss of coaxial cable. To use fiber, we must transmit
radio frequency signals across optical fiber links using RFoF modules developed for radio
telescopes. Each transmitter has 16 inputs and serves 8 dishes. Equal-length optical fibers,
buried in trenches, carry the analog signal to the digitizer hut, where the RFoF signal
is received, filtered, and amplified before being digitized and correlated. This system
has been developed, tested in the lab, and a prototype set was deployed and tested on
CHIME [24].

To preserve instrument sensitivity, we must have low loss in the feed and low spillover
to the ground (contributing less than 10K to the system noise). All designs must be cost
effective and easily scaled.

Figure 2: HIRAX system schematic. The primary focus of this proposal is the development of the
FPGA F-engine and the GPU X-engine.

8

HIRAX System 
SchematicFigure 3: (a) ICE motherboard shown with two FMC daughterboards. Each input is sampled

with 8 bits at up to 1.25 GSPS. (b) Embedded LNA in a cloverleaf feed balun (c) ICE crate shown
populated with 16 ICEboards. This particular system is under test as part of the CHIME correlator.

C.2 Digitizer/ICEboards
The digitizer will be based on an ICE-System design [2]. Co-I Bandura was a lead member
of the ICE development team, has worked with it extensively for the CHIME experiment,
and is completely familiar with the end-to-end system. The overall system architecture
is comprised of 64 ICE-motherboards in four ICE-crates each with a full-mesh backplane.
Each motherboard has ADC daughter-boards, processing 16 analog inputs each for a to-
tal of 1024 inputs. The system is designed to flexibly scale up to 2048 inputs without
requiring additional networking hardware.

The digitizers are based around EV8AQ160 ADCs. Each sample 4 inputs at 8 bits at
800 MSPS and sample in the second Nyquist zone from 400-800 MHz. The ADCs are able
to provide a spur-free dynamic range of 52 dBc, and 7.5 effective bits.

Each ICE motherboard has 16 analog inputs (see Figure 3a). The digitized signal
is then channelized into 1024 frequencies using a poly-phase filter bank FFT from the
CASPER library 3.

The data is then processed through the ICE-system custom-backplane corner-turn net-
work [3], such that each motherboard has the information from 512 inputs for 32 fre-
quency channels. See Figure 4a for a schematic of the system, and Figure 3c for an assem-
bled single crate to be used in the CHIME correlator.

3https://casper.berkeley.edu

9

ICE board

f/0.25 
dish

F-engine (CHIME)

X-engine (CHIME)

Metal

Composite

RFoF TX 
System
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HIRAX Complementarity with CHIME
• HIRAX dishes || CHIME cylinders - 

different systematics, larger collecting 
area 

• Lower RFI at SKA SA Karoo site 
• CHIME sees whole (accessible) sky 

each day || HIRAX can integrate deep 
on narrow strips 

• HIRAX observes southern sky 
• optical surveys: cross-correlation 

science and foreground mitigation 
• more pulsars in south
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• 8-element prototype at Hartebeeshoek Radio Observatory informing design, analysis and systematics  

• Eight “off-the-shelf” f/0.38 dishes fully instrumented with fully functional scaled-down digital backend 
with single ICE board and GPU correlator  

• Metal and fibreglass f/0.25 dishes installed and being tested 

• Field-testing RFoF system 

• Complementary prototyping efforts at DRAO and Green Bank

HartRAO Prototype Array
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HartRAO Prototype Data

• Currently characterising instrumental properties from the data  
• We see fringes. Can fit basic beam and gain models. 
• Poor RFI environment at HartRAO limits high-precision characterisation 
• RF characterisation on DRAO 3m f/D=0.25 dishes, Green Bank 6m f/D=0.38 dishes; 

Shift to (low RFI) Karoo qualification array site with selected 6m dishes

0
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Upcoming Schedule
• Inform instrument design + layout through cosmology/electromagnetic 

simulations in 2020 
• HartRAO programme in 2020/2021* 

• Test f/0.25 fibreglass and metal dishes 
• Finalise dish requirements and go out on tender 
• Test RFoF and feeds on f/0.25 dishes 
• Develop holography/drone beam calibration system 

• Develop HIRAX Karoo main site by Q2 2021* 
• 2-element qualification dishes at HIRAX Karoo Klerefontein site by Q2 2021* 
• 8-element prototype at HIRAX Karoo Swartfontein site by Q3 2021* 
• 128-element pathfinder at HIRAX Karoo Swartfontein site by Q1 2022*

!
!
Proposed!HIRAX!site!is!about!12!miles!east!of!the!SKA!processor!building.!!The!site!
is!on!the!main!paved!road!in!to!SKA!which!is!paralleled!by!the!~10KV!power!line.!
!
The!site!is!surrounded!by!slightly!higher!terrain.!
!
Light!brown!are!annual!flood!(standing!water)!areas.!!Olive!gets!flowing!water!
several!times!a!year.!!Dark!brown!is!higher!terrain.!

HIRAX

* subject to 
COVID-19 
restrictions
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k⟂

kFG kNL kchannel

kFOV

kBW
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kDmax

k∥

Interferometer

Single Dish

Fig. 1.— Schematic illustration of the ranges of radial and trans-
verse wavenumbers that the two types of experiment are sensitive
to. The dotted lines show the ranges in absolute wavenumber |k|;
single-dish experiments are sensitive to smaller |k| due to their
lower k

min

? , while interferometers can see larger |k| on account of
their high angular resolution. The two types of experiment are
complementary in terms of their angular sensitivity, but are sub-
ject to the same constraints in frequency space.

sures that most e↵ectively probe dark energy. It also
yields information about the shape and normalisation
of the matter power spectrum, the matter content at
z ' 1090, and the physical scale of the BAO.
We use the DETF Planck prior from Albrecht et al.

(2009), which assumes temperature and E-mode polari-
sation data over 70% of the sky for the 70, 100, and 143
GHz channels out to ` = 2000. We rescale the Fisher ma-
trix to reflect our di↵erent fiducial cosmology, and then
project it out to the following variables (fixing all others):

{h,⌦bh
2
,⌦DE,⌦K , w0, wa, ns,�8}.

Note that the optical depth to last scattering, ⌧ , which
depends on the cosmic reionisation history, has been
marginalised over in the original DETF Fisher matrix.
We ignore constraints from CMB lensing, high-` CMB
experiments and B-mode polarisation, although in prin-
ciple these would provide additional information on h,
�8, ns, and the e↵ective number of neutrino species.

3. COMPARISON WITH GALAXY REDSHIFT
SURVEYS

It is instructive to compare IM surveys of large scale
structure with ‘conventional’ redshift surveys, by which
we mean surveys that catalogue individual galaxies in
angle and redshift. These o↵er some of the most stringent
constraints on cosmological parameters to date, and are
likely to do so for some time as experiments like the Dark
Energy Survey (DES) (Frieman & Dark Energy Survey
Collaboration 2013) and Euclid (Amendola et al. 2013)
come online.
In this section, we will compare IM and galaxy redshift

surveys by looking directly at constraints on the power
spectrum, P (k). To do this we divide up a range of
wavenumbers into bins, �a = [ka, ka+1], and assign a
constant value, Pa to the power spectrum in each bin.
The exercise is then to forecast errors for each Pa.
The main quantities that describe a redshift survey are

the survey area, Sarea, and the number density of sources

Fig. 2.— The normalised e↵ective volume Ve↵(k?, kk)/Vbin at
z ⇡ 1, for SKA1-MID Band 1 in single-dish mode (black contours)
and interferometer mode (shaded blue contours). Foregrounds
have not been included, but the e↵ective minimum kk, given by
kFG ' kBW, is shown as a dashed grey line. The contours are for
values [0.9, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001], where 1.0 is the maximum (imply-
ing a cosmic variance-limited measurement). Only the last three
contours (i.e. < 0.5) appear for the interferometer mode due to its
lower sensitivity.

as a function of redshift, n̄(z), which in turn allows us
to define a survey depth. As with the IM survey, we can
define the survey volume, Vbin ' r

2(z̄)(dr/dz)�z Sarea
(where z̄ is the mean redshift of the survey). The Fisher
matrix is then (Feldman et al. 1994; Tegmark et al. 1998)

F
gal
ij =

1

2

Z kmax

kmin

d
3
k

(2⇡)3
[@i lnPtot(k)@j lnPtot(k)]Ve↵(k)

Ve↵ =Vbin


n̄(z)Ptot(k)

1 + n̄(z)Ptot(k)

�2
. (9)

Shot noise plays a crucial role, dominating if n̄ is too
small; as does cosmic variance, via the Vbin term. The ef-
fective volume tells us how well di↵erent parts of Fourier
space are sampled. Applying (9) to the binned power
spectrum, we recover the well-known result

*✓
�Pa

Pa

◆2
+

=


1

2

Z

Vn

d
3
k

(2⇡)3
Ve↵(k)

��1

, (10)

which has Ve↵ at the heart of the expression. It is only in
regions where n̄P � 1 that the power spectrum can be
measured well. In this regime the fundamental limitation
becomes cosmic variance, which is set by the number of
modes sampled in each bin, Na ⇠ Vbink

2
a�ka/2⇡2, where

�ka is the width of the corresponding bin.
The equivalent expression for an IM survey is

✓
�Pa

Pa

◆2

=

"
1

2
Ubin

Z

Vn

d
2
q dy

(2⇡)3

✓
C

S(q, y)

CT (q, y)

◆2
#�1

(11)

By analogy with (9) and (10), we can define an e↵ective
volume, V IM

e↵ , and a pseudo number density, n̄IM
P (k) ⌘

C
S
/C

N , such that

n̄
IM(z,k) =

✓
Tb

Tsys

◆2
ttot�⌫

Ubin
B

2
?BkI

�1
. (12)

Bull et al (1405.1452)• Wide redshift coverage:  z ~ 0.8 - 2.5 
• Survey area: ~15,000 deg2 

• Angular coverage:  l ~ 40 - 2000 gives kperp ~ 

[10-2, 1] h Mpc-1  at z~1 ; limited by primary 
beam and maximum baseline. 

• Frequency coverage: y ~ 20 - 20000  gives 
kpar  ~ [10-3, 1] h Mpc-1 ; limited by 
foregrounds and nonlinearities. 

• Sensitivity: 15 uJy/beam daily,1 uJy/beam full 
survey

HIRAX 21cm Intensity Mapping Survey 
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BAO Forecasts with HIRAX

• HIRAX will make a precise measurement of the matter power spectrum in the BAO regime in 
a number of redshift bins from z = 0.775 to 2.55. 

10�1

k [Mpc�1]

�0.05

0.00

0.05

P(
k)
/P

sm
oo

th
(k
)�

1

HIRAX-128 HIRAX-1024

Credit: D Crichton

Figure 2. 21cm power spectrum signal vs instrument noise for HIRAX at various y values centered
z=1.27.

(a) zc,i = 0.81 (b) zc,i = 0.95 (c) zc,i = 1.27 (d) zc,i = 1.95

Figure 3. HI SNR in kk and k? bins of width 0.01 Mpc�1 for all four redshift bins. We see how
the HIRAX experiment us designed to maximize the SNR at the scales most important for BAO
measurements.

2.3 Foreground Removal

Measuring the cosmological 21cm signal in the presence of the galaxy and extra- galactic
point source foreground contamination will be a major challenge for IM experiments. The
foregrounds are generally about six orders of magnitudes higher in power than the 21cm
signal [17]. The foreground contamination at relevant frequencies are usually dominated by
the galactic synchrotron, the signal is also contaminated by extragalactic points sources as
well as bremsstrahlung[28]. There have been a number of methods proposed to deal with
the problem of foregrounds(cite). Here we assume there has been some method whereby the
foregrounds have been removed from the signal at the expense of losing the low kk modes.

The removal of low kk modes is justified because the foregrounds are generally slowly
varying in the frequency direction and is difficult to separate from cosmological modes on
scales comparable to the total survey bandwidth, kFG ⇠ 1/(r⌫�⌫̃tot) [1]. A subtraction
method that relies on fitting and subtracting smoothly-varying functions will necessarily re-
move some power from radial cosmological modes larger than this scale as well.
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Figure 2. 21cm power spectrum signal vs instrument noise for HIRAX at various y values centered
z=1.27.

(a) zc,i = 0.81 (b) zc,i = 0.95 (c) zc,i = 1.27 (d) zc,i = 1.95

Figure 3. HI SNR in kk and k? bins of width 0.01 Mpc�1 for all four redshift bins. We see how
the HIRAX experiment us designed to maximize the SNR at the scales most important for BAO
measurements.

2.3 Foreground Removal

Measuring the cosmological 21cm signal in the presence of the galaxy and extra- galactic
point source foreground contamination will be a major challenge for IM experiments. The
foregrounds are generally about six orders of magnitudes higher in power than the 21cm
signal [17]. The foreground contamination at relevant frequencies are usually dominated by
the galactic synchrotron, the signal is also contaminated by extragalactic points sources as
well as bremsstrahlung[28]. There have been a number of methods proposed to deal with
the problem of foregrounds(cite). Here we assume there has been some method whereby the
foregrounds have been removed from the signal at the expense of losing the low kk modes.

The removal of low kk modes is justified because the foregrounds are generally slowly
varying in the frequency direction and is difficult to separate from cosmological modes on
scales comparable to the total survey bandwidth, kFG ⇠ 1/(r⌫�⌫̃tot) [1]. A subtraction
method that relies on fitting and subtracting smoothly-varying functions will necessarily re-
move some power from radial cosmological modes larger than this scale as well.
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HIRAX Distance Scale Forecasts

• Convert power spectrum BAO constraints into constraints on DV in each redshift bin -> 
constrain the BAO scale at the percent level out to high redshift with HIRAX-1024
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HIRAX Cosmological Parameter Forecasts 

• HIRAX measurements of DV will provide tight constraints on cosmological parameters 
in combination with CMB data
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HIRAX Dark Energy Constraints 

• HIRAX-1024 FoM ~ 300 approaching DETF Stage IV class galaxy surveys ~400
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Foregrounds Challenge

• Galactic signal is several orders of magnitude larger than the 21cm intensity mapping signal 

• Filter foregrounds by using spectral smoothness of foreground intensity spectrum (polarisation is more complicated)

FoM ~ 30         FoM ~ 300 
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FIG. 8. This plot illustrates the process of foreground removal on simulations of the radio sky. The top row of plots show
skymaps of the individual components: unpolarised foregrounds, polarised foregrounds (showing Stokes Q only), and the 21 cm
signal. On the bottom row we show the maps we would make after foreground cleaning visibilities from our example telescope.
Both the polarised and unpolarised foregrounds become substantially supressed, whereas the 21 cm signal is largely una↵ected.
In this example we have discarded modes with S/F < 10. This leaves a clear correspondence between the original signal
simulation and the foreground subtracted signal, whilst leaving the foreground residuals over 10 times smaller in amplitude.

for further analysis it will be particularly useful if the set
of modes we use in our calculation are uncorrelated. By
making a further KL-transformation on the foreground
removed signal Ss = ⇤s, and total noise N

all

t
covariance

matrices, we find a new transformation matrix Q which
maps into a basis where this is true. We will apply a
further cuto↵ to this, including only modes with a signal
to total noise ratio greater than s to give a transform Q

t
.

For notational convenience we will write the total
transformation in terms of a single matrix R = Q

t
Ps,

having chosen suitable values for the two cuto↵s s and
t. Quantities in this final basis we denote with tildes, for
example a visibility mapped into this basis is ṽ = Rv̄,
and a covariance is C̃ = RC̄R

†. We will denote the
signal covariance S̃ = ⇤̃, and the total noise covariance
(including foregrounds) as Ñ = I.
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FIG. 8. This plot illustrates the process of foreground removal on simulations of the radio sky. The top row of plots show
skymaps of the individual components: unpolarised foregrounds, polarised foregrounds (showing Stokes Q only), and the 21 cm
signal. On the bottom row we show the maps we would make after foreground cleaning visibilities from our example telescope.
Both the polarised and unpolarised foregrounds become substantially supressed, whereas the 21 cm signal is largely una↵ected.
In this example we have discarded modes with S/F < 10. This leaves a clear correspondence between the original signal
simulation and the foreground subtracted signal, whilst leaving the foreground residuals over 10 times smaller in amplitude.

for further analysis it will be particularly useful if the set
of modes we use in our calculation are uncorrelated. By
making a further KL-transformation on the foreground
removed signal Ss = ⇤s, and total noise N

all

t
covariance

matrices, we find a new transformation matrix Q which
maps into a basis where this is true. We will apply a
further cuto↵ to this, including only modes with a signal
to total noise ratio greater than s to give a transform Q

t
.

For notational convenience we will write the total
transformation in terms of a single matrix R = Q

t
Ps,

having chosen suitable values for the two cuto↵s s and
t. Quantities in this final basis we denote with tildes, for
example a visibility mapped into this basis is ṽ = Rv̄,
and a covariance is C̃ = RC̄R

†. We will denote the
signal covariance S̃ = ⇤̃, and the total noise covariance
(including foregrounds) as Ñ = I.
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and take the average of the q-estimator under random
realisations of the noise.

This Monte-Carlo scheme converges rapidly enough
that it is e↵ective for forecasting. Unavoidably there will
be small o↵ diagonal terms in the Fisher matrix which
do not converge exactly, and these errors can become
amplified when taking powers to construct the mixing
matrix Mab. These errors remain small enough that they
are not apparent when performing power spectrum esti-
mation on data close to the fiducial model, and in most
cases this Monte-Carlo technique is still su�cient. How-
ever, for data significantly biased from the fiducial model
(by 102–103 times the estimator error bar) these errors
can add spurious noise to the estimator. This is particu-
larly acute when using the Unwindowed estimator which
requires the inverse of the Fisher matrix. However, using
the Minimum Variance estimator, which does not require
us to calculate any powers of the Fisher matrix, allevi-
ates this problem. This is the route we take when dealing
with the biased data we will find in Section X.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Polarised Foreground Removal

Foreground cleaning inevitably throws away measured in-
formation about the sky, and is guaranteed to reduce our
sensitivity to the 21 cm signal we are seeking. As our
primary interest is to measure the 21 cm power spectrum
it is vital that we understand how foreground cleaning
methods a↵ect our power spectrum errors. Over the pre-
vious sections we have developed the tools to tackles this:
in Section II we saw how them-mode formalism gives us a
simple and e�cient description of the measurement pro-
cess; Section VII developed an e↵ective foreground clean-
ing method based on the KL-transform that allows us to
easily tracks the statistics of our data through the clean-
ing; and in the previous section (Section VIII) we con-
structed an optimal estimator for the power spectrum,
and forecast its errors using the Fisher matrix. Here, we
combine these to forecast the performance of our example
telescope in the presence of foregrounds.

In Figure 9 we show the power spectrum errors for ob-
servations of the 400–500MHz band with our example
telescope. We forecast three distinct sets of foregrounds:
no foregrounds; completely unpolarised foregrounds; and
partially polarised. We use values of the foreground am-
plitudes and spectral correlation that are representative
of those in our galaxy, these models are described in de-
tail in Appendix C. In particular the latter includes the
e↵ects of Faraday rotation, especially emission from a
range of Faraday depths within our galaxy, that produces
significant spectral structure in the polarised emission.

Clearly the dominant e↵ect of foreground removal in
both cases is that we become insensitive to power at low
kk, with a slight increase in the errors across k-space.
This is in line with our expectations that the foregrounds
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FIG. 9. Forecast errors on the power spectrum as a frac-
tion of its fiducial value for the 400–500MHz band. The
three panels show the predicted errors without foregrounds
(left), with unpolarised foregrounds (centre), and with fully
polarised foregrounds (right). The dashed line indicated the
predicted bound of the ‘foreground wedge’, showing that with
perfect knowledge of our instrument foregrounds can be suc-
cessfully cleaned well into this region.

contaminate the large scale frequency modes correspond-
ing to small kk, though we discuss this how this relates
to the foreground wedge of [29, 55] later.
Polarised foregrounds are removed primarily by the ac-

tion of the SVD filter described in Section VI. This leads
to only a slight worsening of the errors compared to the
case of unpolarised foregrounds only. One concern could
be that the SVD filter does not discriminate between
polarised modes on the basis of the magnitude of their
contamination (as would be done by a KL-based filter),
it removes them all. This approach is not perfectly opti-
mal, and could be improved by allowing all polarisation
modes to propagate through and let the KL-filter deter-
mine which to remove. In tests on smaller examples, this
approach yields no significant improvement, but due to
computational limitations can not be demonstrated on
the example in this work.
In all the cases illustrated in Figure 9 there are clear

peaks in the sensitivity in the k? direction that corre-
spond to those seen in Figure 3, and a rapid drop-o↵ as
we approach the limit of resolution limit of the telescope.
Additionally at low k? we can see there is a reduction
in sensitivity caused by the sample variance of the small
number of large scales angular modes.

B. Foreground Wedge

Previous studies of the performance of 21 cm experi-
ments in the face of large astrophysical foregrounds have
found the bulk of the contamination to lie in a wedge
shaped region of kk < �k? (for an experiment dependent

High SNR reconstruction on 
small scales but lose modes 

below k|| ~ 0.01 Mpc-1

Shaw et al 2015
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Foregrounds Challenge
• v = (Binstr + δBinstr)(afg + δafg + a21) = 

Binstr afg (filter) + Binstr δafg (leakage) + 
δBinstr afg (leakage) + Binstr a21 (signal) 
+ higher order terms 

• Precise foreground modelling and 
characterisation is required 

• Precise knowledge of the instrument is 
vital - need to characterise beams, 
pointing, delay, gain, bandpass, 
cross-polarisation etc.

19

FIG. 11. The response of the primary beam to fractional
changes in the X and Y dipoles E-plane widths. Similar to
Figure 2 we illustrate the transfer from the total intensity
and polarised sky, into an instrumental Stokes I combination,
however, here we show the derivative with respect to changes
in the E-plane width of the X and Y feeds. The first two plots
show the change of the total intensity response with changes in
the E-plane of the X and Y dipoles; the second two plots show
the changes in the polarisation response, again corresponding
to changes in the X and Y feeds. For instance a 1% change
in each dipoles width changes each response by 1% of the
corresponding plot (to first order).
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FIG. 12. Power spectrum biasing for 10%, 1% and 0.1% shifts
from the fiducial E-plane width. These biases are given in
units of � for each band, values greater than one indicate
where this systematic error dominates the statistical error.
These are the biases of the Minimum Variance estimator (so as
to avoid issues with the power spectrum deconvolution). Here
we can see that unknown fluctuations in the beam width of
more than 0.1% give rise to significant power spectrum biases.

The derivative of the composite beam solid angle is
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By treating the primary beam derivatives dAa

i
/d✓k

E
as

a modified beam, we can use Equation (96) to calculate
timestreams for the beam perturbed Beam Transfers. We
then use Equation (95) to apply the e↵ects of arbitrary
combinations of perturbations to ✓E for each antenna.
We draw a set of Gaussian distributed values for the

width of each feed, ✓i
E
. We vary standard deviation (10%,

1% and 0.1% of the fiducial model) and use them to gen-
erate synthetic data with perturbed beam widths. We
propagate the analysis of these corrupted timestreams
all the way through to the power spectrum, assuming the
fiducial configuration. In Figure 12 we show the results
for the Minimum Variance estimator. Again we see that
the bias is mostly concentrated in the foreground wedge
region. The bias can be significant (compared to statis-
tical errors) if our beam knowledge is imperfect, though
it has mostly disappeared in the case where we know the
beam width to 0.1%.
This analysis suggests that if the beam width were the

only varying parameter, in the absence of other bias miti-
gating techniques, we would need to measure it to ⇠ 10�3

accuracy. However, as the beam derivative is typically of
order 0.1 (see Figure 11), this can be seen as a precision
of around 10�4 on the beam itself, similar to the gain
fluctuations, and still a lower precision than our expec-
tation of around 10�5. We can attribute this to the fact
that our power spectrum estimation is dependent on a
complicated combination of all the primary beams, and
this averages down the fluctuations in the same manner
as we expect for the gain fluctuations.
Clearly a realistic description of the beam must con-

tain much more than a simple beam width, but this in-
dicates the accuracy to which we must strive to map the
primary beam of each feed. This level of precision will
be challenging, though not unprecedented, with similar
accuracies achieved by holographic means [59].

XI. FULL BANDWIDTH FORECASTS

Experiments such as CHIME are targeted at measuring
the evolution of dark energy over a large range of redshift.
As an example application of this method we show in
this Section forecasts for the example cylinder telescope
(similar in size to the CHIME Pathfinder but smaller
than full CHIME) across a full octave in bandwidth of
400–800MHz, corresponding to a redshift range of z ⇡
0.8–2.6. This is broken up into four 100MHz sub-bands
to illustrate the changes with frequency.
In Figure 13 we show the power spectrum forecasts for

each of the four 100MHz sub-bands. This clearly illus-
trates the increase in sensitivity as we move to higher fre-
quency, particularly at large k? where the increased an-
gular resolution combines with the decreased observation

Shaw et al 2015

Beamwidth
Perturbations 

Foreground wedge builds up
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Instrument Characterisation is a Major Challenge

• Instrument Calibration: Beam calibration using holography + drone calibrator mapping: mapping 
tests will start with HartRAO prototype, characterise using full electromagnetic simulations 

• Analysis: Quasi-redundant calibration for non-idealities in HIRAX array (Sievers,1701.01860) 
• Design Simulations: Determine tolerances on telescope parameters to limit instrumental leakage

Inclusion of bright sources

★ Included sources with flux 2.8 - 
4 Jy following a luminosity 
distribution; corresponds to 11 
sources contributing to the 
visibilities

★ Computed the mean and 
standard deviation of gain 
amplitude errors for 500 noise 
realisations, using the perturbed 
array

★ Using CorrCal, the positions of 
known sources can be included

22

(Work in progress)

Credit: Z Kader
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Simulations for Instrument Design

• End-to-end cosmology simulations pipeline that incorporates beams from full EM simulations 
• Simulations used to set requirements for upcoming dish tender -> control errors in beam shape, 

pointing and geometric delay that result in non-redundancies 
• Fisher matrix approach with 21cm/foreground/instrument parameters -> determine instrument 

tolerances that will mitigate foreground leakage and preserve dark energy FoM

Credit: D Crichton
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Simulated DataSimulated Instrument Simulated Sky

X

Simulated Data + NoiseInverse Instrument Recovered Sky

X

Include systematics

Include known systematics Include calibration solution

Add solved for or unsolved for systematics to recovery 
pipeline and evaluate relative quality of results

Simulations for Instrument Design
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HIRAX Cross-Correlation Cosmology
• HIRAX intensity mapping survey will have good 

redshift overlap with other large-area 
cosmological surveys, primarily in the southern 
sky 

✦Photometric: DES, LSST 

✦Spectroscopic: DESI, Euclid and W-FIRST 

✦CMB: ACT, SPT, Simons Observatory 

• HIRAX has excellent noise over cosmologically 
interesting scales, complementary to MeerKAT 
and SKA 

• Cross-correlations ideal for testing systematics 
and joint science

Alonso et al
1704.01941
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LSST Photo-z Calibration

• Cross-correlation with the LSST photometric survey 
can provide photo-z calibration via the clustering 
redshifts method and improve dark energy parameter 
constraints from cosmic shear and galaxy clustering.
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FIG. 11. Constraints on the equation of state of dark energy
and the sum of neutrino masses in the absence of external
photo-z calibration (blue ellipses), with redshift distributions
calibrated through cross-correlation with a HIRAX-like 21cm
experiment (red ellipses) and in the case of perfect calibration
(dashed lines). The constraints also include early-universe
information from a Stage-4 CMB experiment.

on �z and �z found using the procedure described in
the previous sections for the di↵erent experiments con-
sidered in this paper. The results of this exercise are
displayed in Figure 11, which shows the constraints on
the most relevant late-universe parameters: the dark en-
ergy equation of state parameters, w0 and wa, and the
sum of neutrino masses. The results shown correspond to
the 1� contours in the absence of photo-z uncertainties
(dashed black line), with photo-z systematics constrained
through cross-correlation with a 21cm experiment, in this
case HIRAX (red ellipse) and in the absence of external
data for photo-z calibration (blue ellipse).

It is important to stress that the overall constraints
on these parameters forecast here depend heavily on the
survey specifications assumed (e.g. photo-z model and
uncertainties), as well as the scales included in the anal-
ysis, a point where we have tried to be very conserva-
tive. Thus, the results shown in Figure 11 should not
be taken to represent the final constraints achievable by
LSST. The main result shown in this figure is the rela-
tive improvement on the final constraints after photo-z
calibration, which should be more robust to these con-
siderations.

Photo-z calibration improves the constraints on each
of these parametes by a factor ⇠ 1.5 � 2, and the dark
energy figure of merit by a factor & 5. Furthermore, we
find that the level of calibration achievable through cross-
correlations with intensity mapping experiments is nearly

FIG. 12. Forecast constraints on the LSST photo-z bias �z
in the absence of external datasets (green), and adding CMB
lensing data from Stage-3 (purple) and Stage-4 (cyan) CMB
experiments.

equivalent to the case of perfect calibration. Equivalent
results are found for SKA and HIRAX, as well as for the
combination of DESI, Euclid and WFIRST, as could be
expected from the results displayed in the right panel of
Figure 4.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have shown that intensity maps of
the HI emission can be used to improve the scientific
output of photometric redshift surveys. By exploiting
the cross-correlations between imaging surveys of galax-
ies and HI maps, we find that it is possible to optimally
calibrate the photometric redshift distributions. This is
made clear when assessing improvements in constraints
on cosmological parameters: in Figure 11 we see that the
FoM using this method is e↵ectively as good as having
perfect calibration. This also means that, with the aid of
future IM experiments it should be possible to, for exam-
ple, improve the LSST equation of state figure of merit
by approximately a factor of 5.
This approach is promising, but it is important to

highlight some of the limitations that have to be over-
come if IM is to be used successfully in this context.
For a start, it will be important to be able to deal with
foreground contamination. In essence, as we have dis-
cussed, one can model the e↵ect of foregrounds as a
source of noise that cancels the information contained
in long-wavelength radial modes. This e↵ect is therefore
greatly dependent on how coherent foreground residuals
are in frequency. We can expect foregrounds to be highly
correlated in intensity, with correlation lengths of order
⇠ ⇠ 1 � 10. However, instrumental e↵ects such as po-

8

FIG. 4. Left panel: forecast 1� constraints on the photo-z scatter �z (solid lines) and bias �z (dashed lines) for the three IM
experiments under consideration: HIRAX (blue), SKA (red) and MeerKAT (yellow). Right panel: comparison of the previous
three intensity mapping experiments, in terms of the forecast constraints on �z, with three future spectroscopic surveys: DESI
(black solid), Euclid (black dashed) and WFIRST (black dot-dashed). In both panels, the thin solid line shows the photo-z
calibration requirement on both �z and �z for LSST, with the corresponding requirement for DES shown as a thin dashed line
in the right panel. The coloured bands in the upper part of all plots show the proposed frequency ranges for the three 21cm
experiments (same color code). We have assumed using the UHF band for SKA and MeerKAT. The L-band would be able to
cover all redshifts below z ⇠ 0.35.

• We will also include two cosmological parameters:
the fractional matter density ⌦M and the ampli-
tude of scalar perturbations As, in qi in order to
account for the possible cosmology dependence of
the results.

We will change this setup in Section III E, where we
will explore the impact of the achieved constraints on
the photo-z parameters on the final cosmological con-
straints. In this section a will correspond to the 15 pho-
tometric redshift bins for LSST, for both galaxy cluster-
ing and weak lensing (i.e. 30 sets of spherical harmon-
ics). Likewise qi will contain the cosmological parameters
(!c,!b, h, w0, wa, As, ns, ⌧reio) as well as all the baseline
photo-z parameters (�z and �z for all redshift bins), with
priors corresponding to the constraints found in the pre-
ceding sections.

A. Baseline forecasts

Using the formalism described above, and in the sim-
plified scenario of Gaussian photo-zs, we present, in the
left panel of Figure 4, the forecast constraints on the
photo-z bias (�z) and variance (�z) for the key intensity
mapping experiments introduced in Section IIC. In this
and all subsequent plots, the thin black solid line shows
the LSST requirement of �(�z,�z) . 10�3(1+z) [48, 49],
while the thin dashed line corresponds to the nominal re-
quirement for the Dark Energy Survey (2 ⇥ 10�3) [50].
The coloured bars in these and all subsequent plots show

FIG. 5. Forecast constraints on the LSST photo-z scatter �z

for SKA (red) and MeerKAT (yellow) assuming only interfer-
ometric observations (dot-dashed lines), single-dish observa-
tions (dashed lines) and both simultaneously (solid lines).

the redshift ranges corresponding to the proposed fre-
quency bands of the three IM experiments explored here.

Two key features must be noted in this figure: first, the
uncertainties grow steeply at low redshifts. This is due
to the reduced number of modes available in that regime,
associated with the smaller comoving volume and the im-
pact of non-linearities on lower values of k. The latter

Alonso et al
1704.01941

With foreground removal
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Galaxy-21cm Magnification Bias Estimator
Contamination: reduced by a factor proportional to bias difference

Lensing terms

Jalilvand et al 
1907.00071

density + lensing density 

Euclid z=[0.2,2.5] x
 HIRAX z=[0.8,2.5]

• SNR improvement of Ex over Est by a factor of ~2 
over z = 1.2 - 2.0.
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21cm Correlation with CMB Lensing
• Direct 21cm-CMB lensing correlation 

vanishes because of loss of low kpar 21cm 
modes in foreground subtraction 

• Construct a bispectrum estimator that uses 
two copies of the 21cm intensity field and 
one copy of the CMB lensing field.   

• Estimator relies on modulation of small-
scale 21cm modes by large-scale (super-
sample) modes to recover the line-of-sight 
long wavelength modes that are required 
for correlation with CMB lensing.

δL>0

δL<0

Moodley et al, in prep.
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FIG. 7: Redshift dependent functions contour errors.

FIG. 8: Cosmological parameter contour errors.

Figure 11. 21cm auto and bispectrum forecasts (redshift bin 1.27). From this plot we can see
how the different combination of the parameters, particularly f and �8 can be added to break the
degeneracy which is visible in the individual probes. This shows the bispectrum with 21cm auto probe
can independently constrain f and �8 which would otherwise be degenerate.

Combining 21cm intensity mapping experiments with CMB lensing surveys we can in-
dependently constrain the following set of parameters. In this paper we consider first the
forecasts errors on the set of parameters {Abao,�8, f , b1, b2} from the 21cm autocorrelation,
CMB convergence autocorrelation and 21-21- bispectrum. �8 is the amplitude of the matter
power spectrum and is defined as the normalization

Pm(k) =
�8

�
fid

8

2
Pm(k). (5.2)

The amplitude of the BAO wiggles we follow the details outlined in [1] based on the approach
by [35]. Firstly we define the BAO wiggle function by separating the matter power spectrum
into a smooth part and the oscillatory part

fbao(k) =
P (k)� Psmooth(k)

Psmooth(k)
(5.3)

the define the parameter Abao to quantify the amplitude of fluctuations such that

P (k) = [1 +Abaofbao(k)]Psmooth(k). (5.4)

The other parameters comes primarily from the RSD term in the 21cm fluctuations. In Figure
1 we showed the models used for these functions in the results that follow.

5.2 Cosmlogical Parameter Forecasts

To obtain constraints on the cosmological parameters we have to first introduce constraints
on the distance scales [35]. The angular diameter distance and expansion rate DA(z) and

– 15 –

Moodley et al, in prep.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 5: (a) HI-HI- integrated bispectrum as a function of
` and y. (b) Bispectrum SNR evaluated at the zi = 1.27
redshift centered bin.

To obtain an estimate of the bispectrum detectability
we compute the signal-to-noise ratio like we did for the
two point cross-correlation. For the signal-to-noise ra-
tio we require the variance of the bispectrum which we
compute as

var
h
B

̄�T21�T21
`,sky (y; zi)

i
=

3var[�T21(`, y; zi)]
2 ⇥ var[̄(zi)] + 6 var[�T21(`, y; zi)]

⇥
⇣
C

̄ �T21
`

(y; zi)
⌘2

+ 6
⇣
B

̄�T21�T21
`,sky (y; zi)

⌘2
.

The integrated bispectrum is shown in Figure 5(a) and
the signal-to-noise ratio in Figure 5(b). Unlike the two
point cross-correlation, we see an improvement on the
detection of the bispectrum signal in terms of the signal-
to-noise ratio over a wider range of modes.

LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Plan for Parameter Constraints: Compare to bias con-
straints and cosmological constraints from other probes;
Compute increase in DE FoM from Bispectrum; Set con-
straints on modified gravity parameter via improvement
in f measurement (marginalize over ⌦HI prior); Confirm
that fnl (lack of large-scale info) and m⌫ (lack of small-
scale info) are not well constrained with the bispectrum

Here we use the Fisher forecasting formalism to ob-
tain forecast constraints on astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical parameters. The Fisher matrix which we use to
obtain the constraints is computed by [11] (Change to
Tegmark 1997)

Fij = (�⌫̃i Sarea)

Z
ymax

ymin

dy

(2⇡)

Z
`max

lmin

d`

(2⇡)
⇥

`
�
@i lnC

tot
@j lnC

tot
�

(1)

where C
tot = C

Signal + C
Noise. In this paper we si-

multaneously constrain the redshift dependent (or astro-
physical) parameters {Abao, �8, f , b1, b2, ⌦HI} and cos-
mological parameters { ⌦k, ⌦⇤, w0, wa, h, � }. Here

we have written the 21cm biases b(1)
HI

and b
(2)
HI

simply as

(a) (b)

FIG. 6: (a) Forecast constraints on f and �8. (b) Forecast
constraints on dark energy EOS parameters.

b1 and b2 and we have dropped the explicit redshift de-
pendence on the parameters for brevity. For the redshift
dependent functions we constrain the parameters at each
bin but for the cosmological parameters we sum over all
redshift bins. In our forecasts we combine ⌦HI with b1

and f since ⌦HI is degenerate with most parameters in
the 21cm model. The amplitude of the BAO wiggles we
get from separating the matter power spectrum into a
smooth part and the oscillatory part [1]

fbao(k) =
P (k)� Psmooth(k)

Psmooth(k)
(2)

and define the parameter Abao to quantify the
amplitude of fluctuations such that P (k) =
[1 +Abaofbao(k)]Psmooth(k). The amplitude of the
matter power spectrum �8 is defined as the normaliza-
tion such that Pm(k) = (�8/�

fid

8 )2Pm(k). To obtain
constraints on the cosmological parameters we introduce
the distance scale parameters [12]. The angular diameter
distance and expansion rate DA(z) and H(z) respec-
tively measures the distance in the transverse and radial
directions. From these we can obtain the transverse
and radial distance scale parameters as ↵? = �

fid

k /�k,

and ↵k = r
fid

⌫
/r⌫ . We then replace the ` and y modes

with ` ! ↵?` and y ! ↵ky to include constraints on
↵?,↵k in our fisher forecasts. We then transform the
fisher matrix containing the redshift dependent functions
and distance scale parameters Fij to the fisher matrix
with cosmological constraints F

0
ij

using (see [13] for
introduction)

⇥
F

0
ij

⇤
= [Mij ]

T [Fij ] [Mij ] (3)

where the transformation matrix is defined as Mij =
@pi/@p0

j
for parameters p and p

0 in the Fisher matrices

Fij and F
0
ij

respectively. In Figure 6(a) we show how by
adding the bispectrum information we can break the de-
generacy between f⌦HI and �8. In Figure 6(b) we show
the constraints we can put on the dark energy EOS pa-
rameters by adding the bispectrum as well as with Planck
priors.

Moodley et al, in prep.
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FIG. 7: Redshift dependent functions contour errors.

FIG. 8: Cosmological parameter contour errors.

Moodley et al, in prep.
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FIG. 5: (a) HI-HI- integrated bispectrum as a function of
` and y. (b) Bispectrum SNR evaluated at the zi = 1.27
redshift centered bin.

To obtain an estimate of the bispectrum detectability
we compute the signal-to-noise ratio like we did for the
two point cross-correlation. For the signal-to-noise ra-
tio we require the variance of the bispectrum which we
compute as

var
h
B

̄�T21�T21
`,sky (y; zi)

i
=

3var[�T21(`, y; zi)]
2 ⇥ var[̄(zi)] + 6 var[�T21(`, y; zi)]

⇥
⇣
C

̄ �T21
`

(y; zi)
⌘2

+ 6
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̄�T21�T21
`,sky (y; zi)
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.

The integrated bispectrum is shown in Figure 5(a) and
the signal-to-noise ratio in Figure 5(b). Unlike the two
point cross-correlation, we see an improvement on the
detection of the bispectrum signal in terms of the signal-
to-noise ratio over a wider range of modes.

LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Plan for Parameter Constraints: Compare to bias con-
straints and cosmological constraints from other probes;
Compute increase in DE FoM from Bispectrum; Set con-
straints on modified gravity parameter via improvement
in f measurement (marginalize over ⌦HI prior); Confirm
that fnl (lack of large-scale info) and m⌫ (lack of small-
scale info) are not well constrained with the bispectrum

Here we use the Fisher forecasting formalism to ob-
tain forecast constraints on astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical parameters. The Fisher matrix which we use to
obtain the constraints is computed by [11] (Change to
Tegmark 1997)

Fij = (�⌫̃i Sarea)
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where C
tot = C

Signal + C
Noise. In this paper we si-

multaneously constrain the redshift dependent (or astro-
physical) parameters {Abao, �8, f , b1, b2, ⌦HI} and cos-
mological parameters { ⌦k, ⌦⇤, w0, wa, h, � }. Here

we have written the 21cm biases b(1)
HI

and b
(2)
HI

simply as
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FIG. 6: (a) Forecast constraints on f and �8. (b) Forecast
constraints on dark energy EOS parameters.

b1 and b2 and we have dropped the explicit redshift de-
pendence on the parameters for brevity. For the redshift
dependent functions we constrain the parameters at each
bin but for the cosmological parameters we sum over all
redshift bins. In our forecasts we combine ⌦HI with b1

and f since ⌦HI is degenerate with most parameters in
the 21cm model. The amplitude of the BAO wiggles we
get from separating the matter power spectrum into a
smooth part and the oscillatory part [1]

fbao(k) =
P (k)� Psmooth(k)

Psmooth(k)
(2)

and define the parameter Abao to quantify the
amplitude of fluctuations such that P (k) =
[1 +Abaofbao(k)]Psmooth(k). The amplitude of the
matter power spectrum �8 is defined as the normaliza-
tion such that Pm(k) = (�8/�

fid

8 )2Pm(k). To obtain
constraints on the cosmological parameters we introduce
the distance scale parameters [12]. The angular diameter
distance and expansion rate DA(z) and H(z) respec-
tively measures the distance in the transverse and radial
directions. From these we can obtain the transverse
and radial distance scale parameters as ↵? = �

fid

k /�k,

and ↵k = r
fid

⌫
/r⌫ . We then replace the ` and y modes

with ` ! ↵?` and y ! ↵ky to include constraints on
↵?,↵k in our fisher forecasts. We then transform the
fisher matrix containing the redshift dependent functions
and distance scale parameters Fij to the fisher matrix
with cosmological constraints F

0
ij

using (see [13] for
introduction)

⇥
F

0
ij

⇤
= [Mij ]

T [Fij ] [Mij ] (3)

where the transformation matrix is defined as Mij =
@pi/@p0

j
for parameters p and p

0 in the Fisher matrices

Fij and F
0
ij

respectively. In Figure 6(a) we show how by
adding the bispectrum information we can break the de-
generacy between f⌦HI and �8. In Figure 6(b) we show
the constraints we can put on the dark energy EOS pa-
rameters by adding the bispectrum as well as with Planck
priors.

Moodley et al, in prep.
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